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Nonstandard neutrino interactions (NSI) are vector contact interactions involving two neutrinos and two
first generation fermions, which can affect neutrino propagation in matter. SU(2) gauge invariance suggests
that NSI should be accompanied by more observable charged lepton contact interactions. However, these
can be avoided at tree level in various ways. We focus on lepton flavour-changing NSI, suppose they are
generated by new physics heavier than mW that does not induce (charged) lepton flavor violation (LFV) at
tree level, and show that LFV is generated at one loop in most cases. The current constraints on charged
lepton flavor violation therefore suggest that μ ↔ e flavor-changing NSI are unobservable and τ ↔ l
flavor-changing NSI are an order of magnitude weaker than the weak interactions. This conclusion can be
avoided if the heavy new physics conspires to cancel the one-loop LFV, or if NSI are generated by light new
physics to which our analysis does not apply.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND REVIEW

Nonstandard neutrino interactions (NSI) are four-fermion
interactions induced by physics from beyond-the-Standard
Model, constructed from a vector current of two Standard
Model (SM) neutrinos of flavor ρ and σ, and two first
generation fermions f ∈ fe; u; dg. Below the weak scale,
such interactions can be included in the Lagrangian as

−2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFε

ρσ
f ðν̄ργαPLνσÞðf̄γαPXfÞ ð1:1Þ

where GF ¼ 1=ð2 ffiffiffi
2

p
v2Þ is the Fermi constant, the dimen-

sionless coefficient ερσ parametrizes the strength of these
new interactions, PX is a chiral projector PL=R¼ð1�γ5Þ=2,
and f will be referred to as the “external” fermion.
NSI were introduced [1] as “new physics” that can be

searched for in neutrino oscillations. Indeed, in matter,
the first generation fermion current can be replaced by the
fermion number density in the medium: ðf̄γαPXfÞ →
δα0nf=2. At finite density, NSI therefore contribute an
effective mass to the oscillation Hamiltonian of neutrinos:

½Δm2�ρσ
E

∼
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFε

ρσ
f nf:

Charged current NSI, involving a ν, a charged lepton and
differently charged external fermions, are also studied
because they affect the production and detection of neu-
trinos. However, they are not considered in this manuscript,
where “NSI” is taken to mean neutral current NSI.
The phenomenology of NSI has been widely studied (for

a review, see e.g., [2]), because they can contribute in
neutral current neutrino scattering [3–5], and via the matter
effect to neutrino oscillations in long baseline experiments
[6], the sun and the atmosphere [7,8], supernovae [10],
neutron stars [11], and the early Universe [12,13]. In
particular, the effects of NSI in terrestrial neutrino oscil-
lation experiments have been carefully studied, in order to
explore the prospects of disentangling NSI from the
minimal set of mixing angles, masses and phases [6,14].
More recently, “generalized neutrino interactions”(GNI)

have been discussed [15–18], which involve two light
neutrinos, and two first generation fermions. Since the
neutrinos are only required to be light, but not members of
an SM doublet, GNI include scalar and tensor four-fermion
operators involving sterile “right-handed” neutrinos:

ðνRρνLσÞðf̄PXfÞ; ðνRρσαβνLσÞðf̄σαβPLfÞ;

where σαβ ¼ i
2
½γα; γb�. Such scalar (and tensor) interactions

are interesting, because the COHERENT experiment [19]
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measured neutrino scattering on nuclei at momentum
transfer ∼30–70 MeV, where the cross section is coher-
ently enhanced ∝ A2 (where A ¼ atomic number). Unlike
the “matter effect,” which is a forward scattering amplitude
so only a vector current of SM neutrinos can contribute,
the COHERENT cross section is sensitive to the scalar
interaction (which is coherently enhanced), as well as
having reduced sensitivity to the tensor interaction.1 In
this manuscript, we focus on NSI.
The bounds on NSI from neutrino scattering experiments

[3,4], are of order jερσf j ≲ 0.1 → 1. A recent combined
fit [8] to current oscillation data and the results of the
COHERENT experiment gives bounds jερσf j ≲ 0.01, except
on the diagonal, where NSI large enough to flip the sign of
the SM contribution are allowed.2 The authors of this study
assume that the flavor structure of NSI on es, us or ds is the
same (so ερσf ¼ εfε

ρσ), and that NSI are a small perturbation
around the standard parameters that give best fit solutions
in the absence of NSI. With these assumptions, they set
constraints on NSI, meaning that larger values are
excluded. The results of the COHERENT experiment are
an important input to this analysis, because the oscillation
data is sensitive to differences in the eigenvalues of the
propagation Hamiltonian, whereas the COHERENT results
constrain the neutral current scattering rate. So large flavor-
diagonal NSI are constrained by COHERENT. The
COHERENT constraints alone, without assumptions about
the flavour structure of ε, are discussed in [9].
In the Standard Model, neutrinos share a SU(2) doublet

with charged leptons, so that SM gauge-invariant operators
that mediate NSI may also mediate stringently constrained,
charged lepton flavor changing processes. For instance,
the contact interaction of Eq. (1.1), for f ¼ eL, could be
generated by the dimension six operator

−2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFε

ρσ
e ðl̄ργ

αlσÞðl̄eγαleÞ ð1:2Þ

where l̄ is the SU(2) doublet ðνL; eLÞ. However, this
operator also induces the four-charged-lepton interaction
ðēργαPLeσÞðēγαPLeÞ whose coefficient would be strictly
constrained by decays eσ → eρeē. These concerns can be
avoided by instead constructing NSI at dimension eight
in the Standard Model effective theory (SMEFT), for
instance as

− 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GFε

ρσ
f ðν̄ργανσÞðf̄γαfÞ

←
Cρσ
f

Λ4
NP

ðl̄p
ρ ϵpQHQ�ÞγαðHRϵRsls

σÞðf̄γαfÞ ð1:3Þ

where ϵpQ is the antisymmetric SU(2) contraction given in
Eq. (A1). When the Higgs H ¼ ðHþ; H0Þ takes a vacuum
expectation value hH0i ¼ v, the dimension eight operator
reproduces the contact interaction on the left (this is
discussed in more detail in Sec. II), with

ερσf ¼ Cρσ
f

v4

Λ4
NP

: ð1:4Þ

It is clear that to obtain ε≳ 10−3, the new physics scale
ΛNP cannot be far above the weak scale and is likely to be
within the reach of the LHC.
Models that generate such large effects in the neutrino

sector, while avoiding the stringent bounds on charged
lepton flavor violation(LFV) [23], have been explored by
various authors.3 The authors of [25] considered the case
where NSI were generated at tree level by the exchange of
new particles of mass ≳mW , and required that the heavy
mediators not induce tree-level LFV interactions at dimen-
sion six or eight. They allowed for cancellations among
the mediators of operators of a given dimension, but not
for cancellations between the coefficients of operators of
different dimension, and found various viable models.
Similarly, Ref. [26] considered models with heavy new
particles that induced NSI at tree level, however these
authors did not allow cancellations among the contributions
of different mediators to LFV interactions. They showed
that their allowed models induced additional, better con-
strained operators, so that ε≳ 10−2 was excluded. In this
manuscript, we review this question from an EFT perspec-
tive allowing arbitrary cancellations, also between oper-
ators of dimension six and eight,4 in order to find linear
combinations of operators that induce NSI but not LFV at
tree level.
Models with light mediators have also been constructed

[27–29]. Such models are motivated, because a detectable
ε cannot be small, suggesting that any heavy mediator
could be within the range of the LHC. The models of
[27,28] involve a light (≳10 MeV) feebly coupled Z0,
which can avoid tree-level LFV constraints by a suitable
choice of couplings; in [29], the SM neutrinos share mass
terms with additional singlets, which are charged under
the U’(1).

1The literature contains various statements about coherent
components of the tensor. Reference [20], at zero-momentum-
transfer, showed that the tensor in a polarized target can flip
the helicity of relativistic Dirac neutrinos, without the mν=E
suppression factor arising with the axial vector. This is not
enhanced ∝ A2. However, in the nonrelativistic expansion of the
nucleon current [21], there is a coherently enhanced piece,
suppressed by momentum-transfer. It was discussed for μ → e
conversion in [22].

2Oscillations are sensitive to the sign of the matter contribu-
tion, but only for flavor differences.

3Reference [24] is a recent study of tree-NSI models that are
not engineered to avoid tree-level LFV.

4Cancellations between operators of different dimension occur
already in the SM: the Higgs potential minimization relates the
dimension two operator −M2H†H to λðH†HÞ2=2.
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Even if the new physics responsible for NSI does not
induce LFV at tree level, loop effects could mix NSI
and LFV operators. Reference [4] considered a particular
dimension eight NSI operator, and erroneously argued that
the exchange of a W boson between the two neutrino legs
would transform them into charged leptons, thereby induc-
ing a contact interaction that was severely constrained by
experimental bounds on charged lepton flavor violation
(LFV). However, it was pointed out in [30], that the log-
enhanced, one-loop mixing of this NSI operator into LFV
operators vanished. The apparent conclusion was that at
one loop, there is no model-independent constraint on NSI
from LFV.
In this manuscript, we revisit the EFT description of NSI,

and the LFV it induces via electroweak loops. We are
therefore neglecting models with light mediators, and our
results apply when NSI are present as a contact interaction
above the weak scale, where the usual SMEFT can be
applied. In Sec. II, we introduce the two sets of operators
that we will use in the analysis: SU(2)-invariant operators
for the EFT above the weak scale, and QED × QCD
invariant operators below mW. Also, the matching between
the bases is given and the operator combinations that
induce either NSI, or LFV, at low energy are listed.
Section III is about renormalization group equations
(RGEs), which encode the Higgs and W loops that mix
NSI and LFV at scales above mW . In this manuscript, we
limit ourselves to one-loop RGEs,5 which describe the
logn-enhanced part of all n-loop diagrams. The one-loop
RGEs are known for dimension six operators [31], and
those for our dimension eight operators are obtained in
Sec. III. Finally, in the results Sec. IV, which should be
accessible without reading the more technical Sec. III, we
show that in most cases, the operator combinations that
at tree level match onto NSI without LFV, induce LFV at
one loop via the RGEs. The resulting sensitivities of LFV
processes to NSI are given. We summarize in Sec. V.

II. OPERATORS

A. In the SU(3) × SU(2) × U(1) theory above mW

We suppose a new physics model at a scale ΛNP > mW ,
that induces lepton-flavor-changing vector operators of
dimension six and eight, which at tree level generate
(neutral current) NSI but no LFV. We want to know
whether Higgs or W loops could mix such operators into
LFV operators, so we need a list of NSI/LFV vector
operators of dimension eight and six. These operators will
be added to the SM Lagrangian as LSM → LSM þ δL, with

δL ¼
X
O;ζ

Cζ
O

Λ2n
NP

Oζ
O þ H:c: ð2:1Þ

where n ¼ 1 or 2 for respectively dimension six or eight
operators, fOg is the basis of operators with Lorentz
structure γα ⊗ γα, and ζ represents the flavor indices
ρσff. To avoid cluttering the notation, the flavor indices
are sometimes reduced to ρσ or suppressed. Greek
indices from the beginning of the alphabet (α; β…) are
Lorentz indices, and those from the end of the alphabet
(σ; ρ…) are charged lepton flavor indices. The new physics
scale ΛNP is required to be above mW , but is otherwise
undetermined, being one of the parameters controlling the
size of ερσf [see Eq. (1.4)]. In later sections, loop effects
containing lnðΛNP=mWÞ will arise, which we conserva-
tively take ≃1.
The Higgs doublet is written

H ¼
�
Hþ

H0

�
→

�
0

v

�
ð2:2Þ

where after the arrow is the vacuum expectation value with
1=v2 ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
2

p
GF, and the Higgs is included in the Standard

Model Lagrangian (in the mass eigenstates of charged
leptons) as

LSM ¼ l̄i=Dlþ… − fyρel̄ρHeρR þ H:c:g þ ðDμHÞ†DμH

−M2H†H þ λ

2
ðH†HÞ2: ð2:3Þ

where the physical Higgs mass ≃125 GeV is m2
h ¼ λv2,

which corresponds to λ ≃ 1=2. At tree level, the minimum
of the Higgs potential is given by

M2 − λv2 ¼ 0; ð2:4Þ

and the one-loop minimization is discussed in Appendix C.
Since we will write RGEs for operators of dimension six
and eight, which can mix due to Higgs mass insertions, we
will frequently use a parameter

η≡ M2

Λ2
NP

;
η

λ
¼ v2

Λ2
NP

: ð2:5Þ

Consider first to construct operators involving doublet
leptons and SU(2) singlet external fermions f. The dimen-
sion six vector operator of the “Warsaw” basis [32] is

Oρσ
M2;f ≡ ðl̄ργαlσÞðf̄γαfÞ; ð2:6Þ

referred to as “M2,” because the dimension eight
operators will mix into it via insertions of the Higgs mass
parameter M2. At dimension eight, a convenient basis is

5Recall that the loop corrections obtained with one-loop RGEs
occur in all heavy-mediator models, and are independent of the
renormalization scheme used for the operators that are introduced
to mimic the interactions induced by high-scale particles.
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Oρσ
NSI;f ≡ ðl̄ρϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞðf̄γαfÞ;

Oρσ
H2;f ≡ ðl̄ρHγαH†lσÞðf̄γαfÞ; ð2:7Þ

where ϵ is the totally antisymmetric tensor in two dimen-
sions. There could be additional operators with derivatives,
but we neglect the Yukawa couplings, in which limit the
derivative operators vanish by the equations of motion.
For the case where the external fermions are SU(2)

doublets, the Warsaw basis (of dimension six operators)
contains OM2;f for f ∈ fl; qg, and also the triplet con-
traction ðl̄ρτ⃗γαlσÞðq̄ τ⃗ γαqÞ. The analogous four-lepton
triplet contraction is not included, because it can be
rewritten:

ðl̄μτ⃗γαlτÞðl̄eτ⃗γ
αleÞ ¼ 2ðl̄μγαleÞðl̄eγ

αlτÞ
− ðl̄μγαlτÞðl̄eγ

αleÞ:

The singlet operators are more convenient for matching to
low-energy four-fermion operators than the triplets, so we
make a similar transformation for the triplet operator
involving quarks, and take at dimension six for external
doublet quarks:

Oρσ
M2;q ≡ ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄γαqÞ; Oρσ

LQM2;q ≡ ðl̄ργαqÞðq̄γαlσÞ:
ð2:8Þ

At dimension eight, Rossi and Berezhiani [3] propose
five operators

Oρσ
S ¼ ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄γαqÞðH†HÞ

Oρσ
TLH ¼ ðl̄ρτ

aγαlσÞðq̄γαqÞðH†τaHÞ
Oρσ

TQH ¼ ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄γατaqÞðH†τaHÞ
Oρσ

TLQ ¼ ðl̄ρτ
aγαlσÞðq̄τaγαqÞðH†HÞ

ðl̄ρτ
aγαlσÞðq̄τbγαqÞðH†τcHÞϵabc ≡Oρσ

TTT ð2:9Þ

where to be concrete, the external fermion is taken to be a
first generation quark doublet. The first two operators
would be present for singlet external currents.
In order to count the number of operators, notice that it

corresponds to the number of independent SU(2) contrac-
tions for an operator constructed from the fields:

ðl̄i
ργαl

j
σÞðq̄kγαqlÞðH†MHNÞ

where fi; j; k; l;M;Ng are SU(2) indices. The possible
contractions involve three τs, one δ and two τs, one δ and
two ϵs, or three δs. But the τττ, δττ and δϵϵ contractions
can be rewritten as three δs using the Fierz or SU(2)
identities given in Eq. (A2). Then there are six δδδ
contractions, among which we find one relation, leaving

five independent operators (This is discussed in more detail
in Appendix B).
It is convenient to use an alternative basis without triplet

contractions Oρσ
TTT , to simplify the matching onto the

Higgsless theory below mW. The dimension six operators
in our basis, in the case where the external fermion is the
first generation quark doublet q, are

Oρσ
M2;q ≡ ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄γαqÞ; Oρσ

LQM2;q ≡ ðl̄ργαqÞðq̄γαlσÞ
ð2:10Þ

where the SU(2) contractions are inside parentheses. At
dimension eight, we take

Oρσ
NSI;q ≡ ðl̄ρϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞðq̄γαqÞ;
Oρσ

H2;q ≡ ðl̄ρHÞγαðH†lσÞðq̄γαqÞ
Oρσ

CCLFV;q ≡ ðl̄ργαqÞðq̄HÞγαðH†lσÞ;
½O†

CCLFV;q�ρσ ≡ ðl̄ρHÞγαðH†qÞðq̄γαlσÞ
Oρσ

CCNSIþ;q ≡ ðOρσ
CCNSI;q þ ½O†

CCNSI;q�ρσÞ
≡ ðl̄ργαqÞðq̄ϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞ
þ ðl̄ρϵH�ÞγαðHϵqÞðq̄γαlσÞ ð2:11Þ

where the SU(2) contractions are inside the parentheses.
The relation of this basis to the Berezhiani-Rossi basis is
discussed in Appendix B.
The operators OH2 and ONSI are Hermitian (as matrices

in lepton flavor space), as is the combination OCCNSI þ
O†

CCNSI (which corresponds to one of the δδδ contractions
discussed above). The remaining two operators, OCCLFV

and O†
CCLFV , are not Hermitian, but appear in the one-loop

RGEs in the combinationOCCLFV;þ ≡OCCLFV þO†
CCLFV .

As a result, our basis of dimension eight operators for
external doublets contains only four operators that mix with
each other. An additional operator, OCCLFV −O†

CCLFV ,
decouples from the operator mixing but is included in
our basis for completeness. The matching of these oper-
ators onto low energy operators is given in Table I.
Finally, if the external doublets are leptons le, the flavor

indices of the operators can be fρ; σg ∈ fμ; τg, or one of ρ,
σ can be e. In the case fρ; σg ¼ fμ; τg, there are no
identical fermions, and the basis given above for doublet
quarks can be used.
For the case where one of ρ, σ is e, there are some

redundancies. First, notice that in this case, the operator
only carries one flavor index, which can be taken to be
σ ∈ fμ; τg. Then inequivalent operators that annihilate lσ

can be constructed, and the þH:c: will look after the
operators which create lσ. One finds the following
equalities:
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Oeσ
CCNSI;l ¼ Oeσ

NSI;l; Oeσ
CCLFV;l ¼ Oeσ

H2;l;

Oeσ
LQM2;l ¼ Oeσ

M2;l ð2:12Þ

and the relation

Oeσ
CCNSI;l − ½O†

CCNSI;l�eσ ¼ Oeσ
CCLFV;l − ½O†

CCLFV;l�eσ
ð2:13Þ

so that a sufficient basis in this case should be

Oeσ
M2;l ≡ ðl̄eγαlσÞðl̄eγαleÞ

Oeσ
NSI;l ≡ ðl̄eϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞðl̄eγ

αleÞ
Oeσ

H2;l ≡ ðl̄eHÞγαðH†lσÞðl̄eγ
αleÞ

Oeσ
CCNSIþ;l ≡ ðl̄eγαlσÞðleϵH�ÞγαðHϵleÞ

þ ðl̄eγαleÞðleϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞ ð2:14Þ

with σ ranging over fμ; τg.

B. In the QCD × QED theory below mW

At mW , the SUð3Þ × SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ-invariant SMEFT is
matched onto an effective theory that is QCD × QED
invariant, where NSI operators can no longer mix to
LFV operators. The dimension six and eight SMEFT
operators all match onto four fermion operators of the
low energy theory, which, for LFV (and charged current)
operators, are defined with Lorentz structure and chirality
subscripts, and flavor superscripts:

Oτμff
V;XY ¼ ðτ̄γμPXμÞðf̄γμPYfÞ; ð2:15Þ

and are added to the Lagrangian as δL ¼ 2
ffiffiffi
2

p
GF

Cρσαβ
V;XYO

ρσαβ
V;XY . However, the low energy NSI coefficients

are defined with opposite sign to agree with the convention
that NSI operators have the same sign as the Fermi
interaction [see Eq. (1.1)].
The third column of Table I gives the combination of

low-energy operators onto which a given SMEFT operator
is matched at tree level. This table shows that for external
fermions other than the quark doublet, there is at low
energy only one LFVoperator, and one NSI operator (for an
external quark doublet, there are two of both, involving uL
and dL) in the theory below mW. The coefficients of the
low-energy operators will be a sum of SMEFT coefficients,
so for a given external fermion f ∈ feL; eR; uL; uR; dL; dRg
there is only one combination of SMEFT coefficients that
needs to be nonzero, and another than should vanish, in order
to have NSI without LFV at tree level. In the remainder of
this subsection, for each possible external fermion, we give
these combinations of SMEFT coefficients.
Three comments about these directions in coefficient

space: first, in the low energy theory, we allow tree-level
charged current operators, in the perspective that the
bounds on flavor-changing charged current processes are
not more restrictive than the ε≲ 0.01 bounds on NSI [8].
Second, arbitrary cancellations among operators of same

and different dimension are allowed. This differs from the
studies of, e.g., Refs. [25,26], who constructed the new
physics models to generate the SMEFT operators, then
restricted to the cancellations that the authors considered
natural. In the EFT perspective of this manuscript, can-
cellations among operators of the same dimension are
allowed because they just reflect the choice of operator
basis. Cancellations among four-fermion operators of

TABLE I. SMEFT operators used in the RGEs of this paper, and four-fermion operator below mW onto which they match. For
concreteness, the external fermion f is taken to be a quark doublet q. The first three operators are present for all external fermions; those
below the double line are only required for external doublets when they are quarks, or leptons with ðρ; σÞ ∈ fðτ; μÞ; ðμ; τÞg. For external
doublet leptons (q → le in the table), when ρ ¼ e or σ ¼ e, only the operators with a cross in the second column are required, and notice
that belowmW (u → νe and d → e in the table),OCCNSIþ;le

matches onto a 4ν operator, an NSI operator and a CC operator after a Fierz
transformation.

Name Operator Below mW

Oρσ
NSI;q X ðl̄ρϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞðq̄γαqÞ −v2ðν̄ργαPLνσÞðq̄γαqÞ

Oρσ
H2;q X ðl̄ρHÞγαðH†lσÞðq̄γαqÞ v2ðēργαPLeσÞðq̄γαqÞ

Oρσ
M2;q X ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄γαqÞ ðēργαPLeσ þ ν̄ργανσÞðq̄γαqÞ

Oρσ
LQM2;q ðl̄ργαqÞðq̄γαlσÞ ðν̄ργαPLνσÞðūγαPLuÞ þ ðēργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLdÞ

þðν̄ργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLuÞ þ ðēργαPLνσÞðūγαPLdÞ
Oρσ

CCLFV;q þ ½O†
CCLFV;q�ρσ ðq̄HÞγαðH†lσÞðl̄ργ

αqÞ
þðl̄ρHÞγαðH†qÞðq̄γαlσÞ

2v2ðēργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLdÞ
þv2ðēργαPLνσÞðūγαPLdÞ þ v2ðν̄ργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLuÞ

Oρσ
CCNSI;q þ ½O†

CCNSI;q�ρσ X ðq̄ϵH�ÞγαðHϵlσÞðl̄ργ
αqÞ

þðl̄ρϵH�ÞγαðHϵqÞðq̄γαlσÞ
−2v2ðν̄ργαPLνσÞðūγαPLuÞ
−v2ðēργαPLνσÞðūγαPLdÞ − v2ðν̄ργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLuÞ

Oρσ
CCLFV;q − ½O†

CCLFV;q�ρσ ðq̄HÞγαðH†lσÞðl̄ργ
αqÞ

−ðl̄ρHÞγαðH†qÞðq̄γαlσÞ
v2ðν̄ργαPLeσÞðd̄γαPLuÞ
−v2ðēργαPLνσÞðūγαPLdÞ
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dimension six and eight are also allowed because a similar
cancellation between operators of different dimension
occurs in minimizing the Higgs potential [see Eq. (2.4)].
Cancellations between contributions of different power of
logðΛNP=mWÞ are however not allowed (this is further
discussed in Sec. IV C).
Thirdly, the results listed here are well known; the

purpose of this discussion is to give the conditions in
the operator basis used here. For instance, low-energy LFV
cancels between Cμτ

M2;l and Cμτ
LQM2;l if Cμτ

M2;l ¼ −Cμτ
LQM2;l.

This could be written as

εμτ3;ll ¼ −εμτll

in a basis6 which included Oμτ
3;ll ¼ ðl̄μτ⃗γαlτÞðl̄eτ⃗γ

αleÞ
and Oμτ

ll ¼ ðl̄μγαlτÞðl̄eγ
αleÞ. This cancellation reflects

the model-building possibility of putting an L ¼ 2 scalar
dilepton D, with vertices yμelc

μϵleD and yτelc
τϵleD,

which generates the contact interaction ðl̄i
μγαlk

τÞðl̄j
eγαll

eÞ
ϵijϵkl transformable to either of the cancelling combination
of operators by using the identities of Eq. (A2).
In the case of operators with singlet external fermions,

ONSI;f induces only NSI, OH2;f only LFV, and OM2;f

induces both. The tree-level LFV and NSI coefficients can
be read from Table I:

Cρσff
V;LR ¼ v2

Λ2

�
Cρσ
M2 þ Cρσ

H2

η

λ

�
;

ερσf ¼ v2

Λ2

�
−Cρσ

M2 þ Cρσ
NSI

η

λ

�
ð2:16Þ

where we used the tree-level Higgs minimization condition
v2=Λ2 ¼ η=λ. So low energy LFV vanishes at tree level if

ηCH2 þ λCM2 ¼ 0: ð2:17Þ

A third interesting coefficient combination, independent of
those that induce NSI and LFV, is ηCH2 ¼ −ηCNSI ¼
−λCM2, which induces no low-energy interactions.
For external fermions that are doublet quarks, NSI are

proportional to

ερσdL ¼ v2

Λ2

�
−Cρσ

M2;q þ
η

λ
Cρσ
NSI;q

�

ερσuL ¼ ερσdL þ
v2

Λ2

�
−Cρσ

LQM2;q þ 2
η

λ
Cρσ
CCNSIþ;q

�
: ð2:18Þ

Low-energy LFV is induced on uL currents by OH2;q and
OM2;q, and on and dL currents by OCCLFVþ;q, OH2;q, OM2;q

and OLQM2;q, so the LFV coefficients are

Cρσuu
V;LL¼

v2

Λ2

�
η

λ
Cρσ
H2;qþCρσ

M2;q

�

Cρσdd
V;LL¼Cρσuu

V;LLþ
v2

Λ2

�
2
η

λ
Cρσ
CCLFVþ;qþCρσ

LQM2;q

�
: ð2:19Þ

It is straightforward to check from Table I that there are two
other independent combinations, that do not induce any
low-energy operators, due to cancellations.
Finally, when the external fermion is a doublet lepton

and the flavor indices are ρ; σ ∈ fðτ; μÞ; ðμ; τÞg, the low
energy NSI and LFV coefficients are

ερσeL ¼ v2

Λ2

�
−Cρσ

M2;l þ
η

λ
Cρσ
NSI;l

�
ð2:20Þ

Cρσee
V;LL ¼ v2

Λ2

�
η

λ
ðCρσ

H2;l þ 2Cρσ
CCLFVþ;lÞ

þ Cρσ
LQM2;l þ Cρσ

M2;l

�
: ð2:21Þ

In the case where one of ρ, σ is an electron, LFV vanishes
when the condition (2.17) applies, and

εeσeL ¼ v2

Λ2

�
−Ceσ

M2;q þ
η

λ
ðCeσ

NSI;q þ Ceσ
CCNSIþ;qÞ

�
: ð2:22Þ

III. LOOP DIAGRAMS AND THE ANOMALOUS
DIMENSION MATRICES

We consider the mixing among the operators listed in
the first column of Table I, due to the one-loop diagrams
induced by W or Higgs exchange that are illustrated in
Figs. 1–4. There are additional wave function diagrams that
are not illustrated. The loops involve the SU(2) gauge
coupling g and Higgs self-interaction λ; Yukawa couplings
are neglected because they are small for leptons and first
generation fermions. The hypercharge interactions are less
interesting, because they cannot change the SU(2) structure
of the operators. They are included, for illustration, for
external singlet fermions. The calculation is performed
in MS in Rξ gauge, with the Feynman rules of unbroken
SU(2), partially given in Appendix A.

A. Diagrams and divergences for gauge bosons

Consider first the diagrams of Fig. 1, which could
contribute to the running and mixing of all dimension
eight operators. The fermion wave function diagrams are
∝ ξ (the parameter of R − ξ gauge), and the W corrections
to a scalar leg give a divergence

ð−3þ ξÞ g
2

4
½τaτa�IJ

i
16π2ϵ

p2: ð3:1Þ
6Although the “triplet” 4l operator is absent from the Warsaw

basis, it is not redundant in a basis where the first generation
indices are required to be in the second operator current.
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We systematically check that the coefficients of ξ vanish
in our calculation, so in the following, we drop all the
diagrams which are proportional to ξ. Indeed, all the vertex
diagrams in Fig. 1 are ∝ ξ, so they do not contribute. Only
the divergence from the scalar wave function remains,
which renormalizes operators but does not mix them
among each other.
When the external fermions are SU(2) doublets, for

instance the first generation quark doublet q1, additional
diagrams arise. First, there will be wave function correc-
tions on the external doublet lines, and all but the third
vertex diagram of figure 1 will occur, but with the W
attached to the external doublet line—these diagrams all
vanish. In addition, there will be diagrams, illustrated in
Fig. 2, where the W is exchanged between the external
fermion lines, and the flavor-changing lepton lines. These
do not vanish, and correspond to the one-loop diagrams that
renormalize and mix vector four-fermion operators.
The spinor contractions and momentum integral for

the first two diagrams, at zero external momentum, give
a divergence

−
g2

4

C
Λ4
NP

i
16π2ϵ

× ð3þ ξÞðūlγαPLukÞðūjγαPLuiÞ ð3:2Þ

whereas the last two diagrams give the cancelling term ∝ ξ.
It remains to perform the SU(2) contractions, that define
which operator mixes to which; these can be read off the
anomalous dimension matrices given in Sec. III D.
For the case where there are identical fermions (le

as external fermions), the operator basis is smaller [see
Eq. (2.14)], so the divergences due to W exchange among
fermions look different. It is straightforward to check that
the same divergences are generated by operators that
become identical in the presence of identical fermions.
Finally, the W bosons can mediate penguin diagrams,

as illustrated in Fig. 3. For operators without identical

FIG. 2. W loops that can arise when the external fermion is an SU(2) doublet. Superscripts are SU(2) indices, subscripts are flavor
indices.

FIG. 3. W penguin diagrams that occur when the external
fermion is a doublet. The right penguin only occurs if the operator
involves identical fermions, such as two le fields.

FIG. 1. W loop corrections to operators represented by the grey circle; there is also a current of external fermions f present in the
operator, but these lines are not drawn because they do not participate in the loop. These diagrams occur for all dimension eight
operators; there are in addition wave function diagrams. Only the fourth diagram (without the Higgs legs), and wave function diagrams
are present for dimension six operators. Superscripts are SU(2) indices, subscripts are flavor indices.
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fermions, only the left penguin can occur, and vanishes
for ONSI, OH2 and OM2, due to a trace over the SU(2)
generator. For W penguins, there is only a sum over the
colour of quarks in the loop, never a 2 for tracing over
SU(2) doublets, because the loop vanishes as the trace of a
generator in this case. These diagrams can change the
external fermion, e.g., le ↔ q1, thereby mixing operators
with different external fermions; for simplicity, this mixing
is neglected in the RGEs of Sec. III D. (It does not give
additional constraints when the external fermion is a quark
doublet; it is interesting for external lepton doublets and is
briefly rediscussed in Sec. IV B.)
In the case of identical fermions (the external fermions

are le, and ρ or σ is e), there could be two penguin
diagrams, due to the identical fermions. However, since
we consider vector operators, which can be rearranged
according to Fierz, the spinor contractions and momentum
integrals for the two possible diagrams are the same; only
the SU(2) contractions can differ. In particular, the relative
sign between the amplitudes is +, because the two diagrams
are Fierz transformations of each other.
The different SU(2) contractions for the two penguin

diagrams should correspond to the penguin contributions
of two operators which become identical when there are
identical fermions. For instance, for external q, OM2 has
no penguin diagram, but OLQM2 generates divergences
∝ 2OLQM2 −OM2 via the penguin. For the operators with
external le and identical fermions, OM2 and OLQM2 are
identical, so the “different” SU(2) contraction that allows
OM2 to have a penguin diagram is just the SU(2) con-
traction that allowed a penguin toOLQM2. We conclude that
in the reduced basis of operators with identical leptons,
one must sum the penguin divergences of the different
operators that become identical.

B. The Higgs loops

Closing the Higgs legs and inserting λH4 can renorm-
alize and mix the dimension eight operators. Inserting
instead M2 on the scalar line, as in the right diagram of
Fig. 4, mixes the dimension eight operators into OM2 and
OLQM2. These loops are straightforward to calculate, have
no subtleties in the presence of identical fermions, and
give rise to the anomalous dimensions given in the
following sections.

C. Deriving RGEs

We wish to obtain the one-loop RGEs for our operator
coefficients, which, for a choice of lepton flavor indices ρ,
σ, and external fermion f are assembled in a row vector

C⃗ ¼ ðCρ;σ
NSI;f; C

ρ;σ
H2;f;…; Cρ;σ

M2;fÞ; ð3:3Þ

where ... is the additional coefficients that could arise if f is
an SU(2) doublet. It is convenient, during this derivation,

to multiplyOM2 andOLQM2 byM2, so that all the operators
are of dimension 8. With this modification, the Lagrangian
in 4 − 2ϵ dimensions can be expressed in terms of running
fields and parameters as

L ¼ …þ 1

Λ4

X
f

fC⃗A½Z�AB · ðZn=2
H Zlμ

ð2þnÞϵO⃗BÞg ð3:4Þ

where n ∈ f0; 2g is the number of Higgs legs of the
operator OB. The bare coefficients C⃗bare ¼ C⃗½Z�μð2þnÞϵ

should satisfy d
dμ C⃗bare ¼ 0, which gives renormalization

group equations for the CAs:

μ
∂
∂μCA ¼ −4ϵCA þ 2ϵðC⃗ · ½Z�ÞM2δA;M2

−
�
C⃗ · μ

∂gi
∂μ

∂½Z�
∂gi ½Z�

−1
�

A
ð3:5Þ

¼ C⃗ · ½Γ� ð3:6Þ

The operator OM2 has dimension 8 − 4ϵ, whereas OH2 and
ONSI are 8 − 6ϵ-dimensional, which gives different OðϵÞ
terms in the RGEs. These terms give the anomalous
dimensions mixing OH2 and ONSI to OM2, because the
counterterms in the M2 column of [Z] are independent of λ
and g2, so the last term vanishes. As a result, the off-
diagonal anomalous dimensions, as usual at one loop, are
twice the coefficient of 1=ϵ in the counterterms. For the
diagonal anomalous dimensions, wave function contribu-
tions should be subtracted in the usual way (because the
counterterms for an amputated operator are represented by
C⃗ · ½C� ¼ C⃗ · ½Z�Zn=2

H Zl, but we only want [Z]):

½Γ�AA ¼ 2½Cð1Þ�AA − 2Zð1Þ
l − 2Zð1Þ

H δ1;n=2

½Γ�AB ¼ 2½Cð1Þ�AB; A ≠ B ð3:7Þ

where Zð1Þ is the coefficient of 1=ϵ in Z.
Neglecting the running of the couplings (g2,yt, λ), the

solution is

FIG. 4. H loops that mix and renormalize dimension eight
operators, and mix them to dimension six via the Higgs M2

insertion. The external fermion is f.
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C⃗ðμfÞ ¼ C⃗ðμiÞ ·
�
½I� þ ½Γ� log μf

μi
þ 1

2
½ΓΓ� log2 μf

μi
þ � � �

�
ð3:8Þ

where, by analogy with running masses, the couplings in [γ] are to be evaluated at μf.

D. The anomalous dimension matrix

For singlet external fermions, in the basis ðCNSI; CH2; CM2Þ, the anomalous dimension matrix is

½Γ� ¼ g2

4κ

2
664
−18 0 0

0 −18 0

0 0 0

3
775þ 1

κ

2
664
−4λ 2λ −2η
2λ −4λ 2η

0 0 0

3
775

þ g02

4κ

2
664
−6þ 24Yf þ 16NcY2

f=3 0 0

0 −6þ 24Yf þ 16NcY2
f=3 0

0 0 24Yf þ 16NcY2
f=3

3
775

½ΓΓ� ¼ 1

κ2

2
664
d2 þ 4λ2 4λd 4λη − 2ηðdþ d0Þ

4λd d2 þ 4λ2 −4ληþ 2ηðdþ d0Þ
0 0 d02

3
775 ð3:9Þ

where κ ¼ 16π2, η ¼ M2=Λ2, and d ¼ −ð9g2=2þ 4λþ g02½1.5 − 6Yf − 4Nc;fY2
f=3�Þ ∼ −4 is the diagonal anomalous

dimension of ONSI and OH2, and d0 that of OM2.
For doublet external fermions, in the basis ðCNSI; CH2; ðCCCLFV þ C†

CCLFVÞ=2; ðCCCNSI þ C†
CCNSIÞ=2,

ðCCCLFV − C†
CCLFVÞ=2, CLQM2; CM2Þ, the anomalous dimension matrix is

½Γ� ¼ −
3g2

κ

2
6666666666664

5
2

0 0 −1 0 0 0

0 5
2

−1 0 0 0 0

2 −2 3
2

−1 0 0 0

−2 2 −1 3
2

0 0 0

0 0 0 0 5
2

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 −2
0 0 0 0 0 −2 1

3
7777777777775

þ g2Nc

3κ

2
6666666666664

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −2 2 0 0 0 0

−2 0 0 2 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 2 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 2 −1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3
7777777777775

þ 1

κ

2
6666666666664

−4λ 2λ 0 0 0 0 −2η
2λ −4λ 0 0 0 0 2η

0 0 −4λ 2λ 0 4η 0

0 0 2λ −4λ 0 −4η 0

0 0 0 0 −2λ 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3
7777777777775

ð3:10Þ

where κ ¼ 16π2, η ¼ M2=Λ2, and the first matrix is from W exchange, the second is the W penguins and the last is
the Higgs.
In the case with external lepton doublets and identical fermions, several operators are identical [see Eq. (2.12)],

so the anomalous dimension mixing operator A into operator B is the
P

B0 ΓAB0 over all the operators fB0g who are
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identical to B. This rule applies to the second matrix
of Eq. (3.10). Then for the penguins, the rule is to sum
also over the identical operators in the column: ΓAB ¼P

A0;B0 ΓA0B0 . Then the anomalous dimension matrix, in the
basis ðCNSI; CH2; CCCNSIþ; CM2Þ, is

½Γ� ¼ −
3g2

κ

2
666664

5
2

0 −1 0

2 1
2

−1 0

0 0 1
2

0

0 0 0 −1

3
777775

þ g2Nc

3κ

2
6664

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

−5 1 4 0

0 0 0 1

3
7775

þ 1

κ

2
6664
−4λ 2λ 0 −2η
2λ −4λ 0 2η

−4λ þ4λ −2λ −4η
0 0 0 0

3
7775 ð3:11Þ

IV. RESULTS

This section presents the LFV that is induced by electro-
weak loop corrections to NSI operators. Section IVA
summarizes relevant experimental constraints on LFV, then
Sec. IVB applies these constraints to the LFV coefficients
induced by loop corrections to NSI. Possible cancellations
allowing to avoid these constraints are discussed in Sec. IV C.

A. Experimental sensitivity to LFV operators

Loop corrections to NSI can induce vector four-fermion
operators [as given in Eq. (2.15)], that involve two charged
leptons of different flavor, and two first generation fer-
mions e, u, or d. This section lists the experimental
sensitivity to such coefficients. Since all the operators
considered here are Hermitian (on doublet lepton flavor
indices ρσ), we do not distinguish between bounds on
Cρσff vs Cσρff, and quote bounds on only one.
If the lepton flavors ρ, σ are μ and e, then μ → eēe

and μ → e conversion are sensitive to the LFV induced
by loop corrections to NSI operators. Current bounds from
SINDRUM [33,34] at 90% C.L. are BRðμAu → eAuÞ ≤
7.0 × 10−13, and BRðμ → eēeÞ ≤ 10−12, and give sensitiv-
ities (to the operator coefficients at mW)

Cμeee
V;LL ≤ 7.8 × 10−7 ð4:1Þ

Cμeee
V;LR ≤ 9.3 × 10−7 ð4:2Þ

Cμedd
V;LL ≤ 5.3 × 10−8 ð4:3Þ

Cμedd
V;LR ≤ 5.4 × 10−8 ð4:4Þ

Cμeuu
V;LL ≤ 6.0 × 10−8 ð4:5Þ

Cμeuu
V;LR ≤ 6.3 × 10−8 ð4:6Þ

Experiments under construction (COMET [35], Mu2e [36],
Mu3e [37]) will improve these sensitivities by two orders
of magnitude in a few years.
For one of ρ, σ a τ, and the other μ or e, current bounds

on τ → leþe− at 90% C.L. give [38]

Cτeee
V;LL ≤ 2.8 × 10−4 ð4:7Þ

Cτeee
V;LR ≤ 4.0 × 10−4 ð4:8Þ

Cτμee
V;LL ≤ 3.2 × 10−4 ð4:9Þ

Cτμee
V;LR ≤ 3.2 × 10−4: ð4:10Þ

These sensitivities again apply to the operator coefficients
at mW .
The operators with u or d quarks as external fermions

can be probed by the LFV τ decays BRðτ → fμ; egπ0Þ ≤
f1.1 × 10−7; 8 × 10−8g [39,40], BRðτ → fμ; egρÞ ≤
f1.2 × 10−8; 1.8 × 10−8g [41] and BRðτ → fμ; egηÞ ≤
f6.5 × 10−8; 9.2 × 10−8g [40] (all limits at 90% C.L.).
As noted in [42], these three decays given complemen-
tary constraints, because the η is an isospin singlet
(∝ ūΓuþ d̄Γd) whereas the pion and ρ are isotriplets
(∝ ūΓu − d̄Γd), and the decays to pions or ρs are respec-
tively sensitive to LFV operators involving the axial or
vector quark current.
It is convenient to normalize the pion decays to the

SM process τ → νπ− (with BRðτ → νπ−Þ ¼ 0.108 [43]), in
order to cancel the hadronic and phase space factors:

BRðτ→lπ0Þ
BRðτ→νπ−Þ¼

jCτluu
V;LR−Cτluu

V;LL−Cτldd
V;LRþCτldd

V;LLj2
2jVudj2

ð4:11Þ

where the 2 is because
ffiffiffi
2

p h0jūγαγ5ujπ0i ¼ h0jūγαγ5djπ−i.
This gives

jCτeuu
V;LR − Cτeuu

V;LL − Cτedd
V;LR þ Cτedd

V;LLj ≤ 1.2 × 10−3

jCτμuu
V;LR − Cτμuu

V;LL − Cτμdd
V;LR þ Cτμdd

V;LLj ≤ 1.4 × 10−3: ð4:12Þ

These sensitivities apply to the coefficients at the exper-
imental scale [not the weak scale as for Eqs. (4.10)
and (4.6)].
The trick of normalizing by an SM decay is more subtle

in the case of τ → lρ, because the ρ decays to two pions, so
the τ → lρ bounds are obtained by selecting a range of
πþπ− invariant-mass-squared appropriate for the ρð770Þ.
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The corresponding SM decay is BRðτ → νπ0π−Þ ¼ :255,
studied by Belle [44] over a wide invariant-mass-squared.
The fit to the spectrum performed by Belle suggests that
∼80% of the events are due to the ρð770Þ, so for simplicity7

we suppose:

BRðτ → lρÞ
BRðτ → νπ0π−Þ ¼

jCτluu
V;LR þ Cτluu

V;LL − Cτldd
V;LR − Cτldd

V;LLj2
2

ð4:13Þ

which gives

jCτeuu
V;LR þ Cτeuu

V;LL − Cτedd
V;LR − Cτedd

V;LLj ≤ 3.8 × 10−4

jCτμuu
V;LR þ Cτμuu

V;LL − Cτμdd
V;LR − Cτμdd

V;LLj ≤ 3.1 × 10−4: ð4:14Þ

For the η, we approximate fη ≃ Fπ ≃ 92 MeV (see [46]
for a detailed discussion), so that

Γðτ→lηÞ
Γðτ→ νπ−Þ¼

jCτluu
V;XR−Cτluu

V;XLþCτldd
V;XR−Cτldd

V;XLj2
2

; ð4:15Þ

and the current bounds on Γðτ → lηÞ imply

jCτeuu
V;XR − Cτeuu

V;XL þ Cτedd
V;XR − Cτedd

V;XLj ≤ 6.5 × 10−4

jCτμuu
V;XR − Cτμuu

V;XL þ Cτμdd
V;XR − Cτμdd

V;XLj ≤ 5.4 × 10−4: ð4:16Þ
In coming years, Belle II could improve the sensitivity to
LFV τ decays by one or two orders of magnitude [47].

For models that induce LFV on left-handed, or right-
handed quarks, but not both, the bounds of Eqs. (4.14) and
(4.16) can be combined in a covariance matrix to obtain

jCτeqq
V;LXj ≤ 7.1 × 10−4

jCτμqq
V;LXj ≤ 5.9 × 10−4 ð4:17Þ

where q ∈ fu; dg and X ¼ L or R.

B. LFV due to NSI

We consider combinations of operator coefficients
which, at tree level, induce NSI but not LFV (these were
given Sec. II), and use the RGEs obtained in Sec. III to
estimate the effect of loops. For example, the one-loop [or
two-loop] mixing of a given combination of tree-level
coefficients, can be obtained from the second [or third] term

of Eqn (3.8), with ⃗CðμiÞ the input (tree) coefficients at the
new physics scale μi ¼ ΛNP, and ⃗CðμfÞ the loop-induced

combination at the weak scale mW . By matching ⃗CðμfÞ
onto the low-energy theory, one obtains the LFV induced
by the one-loop RGEs.
The case of singlet external fermions is simple to discuss

as an explicit example. Equation (2.16) implies that NSI
can arise at tree-level from CNSI and/or CM2 (subdominant
loop contributions to coefficients induced at tree level
are neglected in the following.) For only CNSIðΛNPÞ ≠ 0,
Eq. (3.9) gives

ΔCρσ
H2;fðmWÞ ¼ Cρσ

NSI;fðΛNPÞ ×
�

2λ

ð16π2Þ log
ΛNP

mW
þ 4λd
2ð16π2Þ2 log

2
ΛNP

mW
þ � � �

�

ΔCρσ
M2;fðmWÞ ¼ Cρσ

NSI;fðΛNPÞ ×
�
−

2η

ð16π2Þ log
ΛNP

mW
þ 4λη − 2ηðdþ d0Þ

2ð16π2Þ2 log2
ΛNP

mW
þ � � �

�

where d and d0 are defined after Eq. (3.9). Matching onto
the low-energy operators according to Eq. (2.16) with
Table I, gives, at first order in 1=ð16π2Þ, a vanishing LFV
coefficient Cρσff

V;LR ¼ 0, due to potential minimization con-
ditions. However, at second order in the one-loop RGEs,
ONSI induces LFV at low energy:

ΔCρσff
V;LR ¼ Cρσ

NSI;fðΛNPÞv4
Λ4
NP

2λðd − d0Þ þ 4λ2

2ð16π2Þ2 log2
ΛNP

mW

∼ 10−4εf; ð4:18Þ

where d − d0 ¼ −ð9g2=2þ 4λÞ if hypercharge is neglected,
and for the numerical estimates in this section, we con-
servatively take ΛNP ∼ 250–300 GeV in the logarithm.

For CM2ðΛNPÞ ≠ 0, the tree contribution to LFV must
be canceled by CH2ðΛNPÞ ¼ −ðλ=ηÞCM2ðΛNPÞ as given
in Eq. (2.17). Then the RGEs generate corrections to CH2

and CM2:

ΔCρσ
H2;fðmWÞ ¼ Cρσ

H2;fðΛNPÞ ×
d

ð16π2Þ log
ΛNP

mW
þ � � �

ΔCρσ
M2;fðmWÞ ¼ CM2ðΛNPÞ ×

d0 − 2λ

ð16π2Þ log
ΛNP

mW
þ � � �

which match onto low-energy LFV at one loop:

ΔCρσff
V;LR ¼ CM2ðΛNPÞv2

ð16π2ÞΛ2
NP

½−ðd − d0Þ − 2λ� logΛNP

mW

∼ −2 × 10−2εf: ð4:19Þ
7A detailed fit and discussion of the form factors for τ →

lπþπ− is given in [45].
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So a heavy New Physics model that gives NSI on singlet
fermions will induce LFV via loops, which is the sum of
Eqs. (4.19) and (4.18).
In Fig. 5, the magnitude of the LFV coefficient is

plotted against the ratio CM2;fΛ2=CNSI;fv2, for εf ¼ 1.0
and assuming tree-level LFV cancels according to
Eq. (2.17). For jCM2;fj > jCNSI;fv2=Λ2j, it is clear from
Eqs. (2.16), (4.19), (4.18) that εf ≃ −CM2;fv2=Λ2, and
CV;LR ≃ −2 × 10−2εf, so the plots illustrate the regions
jCM2;fj < jCNSI;fv2=Λ2j (For CM2;f ¼ CNSI;fv2=Λ2, εf
vanishes so CV;LR=εf diverges.). At CM2;f ¼ CNSI;fv2 ln =
ð32π2Λ2Þ, the figure shows an “accidental” cancellation
between the contributions to the LFV coefficient from
Eqs. (4.19) and (4.18); we are reluctant to admit this
loophole in the LFV constraints on NSI, because it is
difficult to build models that tune Lagrangian parameters
against logarithms of mass scales.
The experimental bounds on LFV from Sec. IVA can

now be applied to the loop-induced LFV coefficient,
obtained by summing Eqs. (4.19) and (4.18). This gives
an upper bound on the NSI coefficient, that depends
on the ratio Λ2CM2=ðv2CNSIÞ: ερσf × the value given in

the plot must be smaller than the experimental constraint.
For instance, for CM2ðΛÞ≲ 10−2CNSIðΛÞ, εμef must be

<10−3 → 10−2 as given in the first column of Table II,
and τ ↔ e; μ NSI can be Oð1Þ. The τ decay bounds are
given in the second two columns of Table II. On the
other hand, as soon as CM2 strays away from 0, the LFV
bounds on NSI are more restrictive (this is illustrated in
figure 5)—then the LFV is Oð10−2εfÞ, and the constraints
on LFV are given in Table III. Notice however, that
all these estimates are approximate because our EFT
calculation only allows to obtain the logn-enhanced part
of n-loop diagrams, and since the logarithm cannot be
large, our results should give the order of magnitude, but
not two significant figures.
If the external fermion is an SU(2) doublet, the situation

is more involved. It is again the case that CNSI first mixes
into LFVat Oðα2log2Þ, but for external doublet quarks, the
other five coefficients all induce LFV at Oðα logÞ. In order
to avoid tree-level LFV, those five coefficients must satisfy
two constraints, obtained by setting Eqs. (2.19) to zero.
Then they will induce LFV as given by the RGEs of
Eq. (3.10):

FIG. 5. The loop-induced LFV coefficient, normalized to the NSI coefficient εf, for SU(2) singlet external fermions f, as a function of
the ratio of the two independent operator coefficients that can induce NSI: CM2ðΛNPÞ and CNSIðΛNPÞ. CH2ðΛNPÞ is determined as a
function of CM2ðΛNPÞ by the cancellation of tree-LFV given in Eq. (2.17). The left plot is for negativeCM2=CNSI, and positive values are
in the plot to the right.

TABLE III. Bounds on flavor-changing NSI parameters from
the nonobservation of LFV processes among charged leptons,
obtained from Eq. (4.19) for NSI on SU(2) singlet external
fermions. Comparable limits apply to the fερσfLg for doublets, as
discussed after Eq. (4.20). These bounds arise from one-loop
contributions [Oðα log)] of the NSI operators to LFV processes,
and can be avoided in models that generate particular patterns of
coefficients as discussed in the text.

εμeeR ≲ 5 × 10−5 ετeeR ≲ 2 × 10−2 ετμeR ≲ 2 × 10−2

εμeuR ≲ 3 × 10−6 ετeuR ≲ 4 × 10−2 ετμuR ≲ 3 × 10−2

εμedR ≲ 3 × 10−6 ετedR ≲ 4 × 10−2 ετμdR ≲ 3 × 10−2

TABLE II. Bounds on flavor-changing NSI parameters from
the nonobservation of LFV processes among charged leptons,
obtained from Eq. (4.18) for SU(2) singlet external fermions.
Comparable limits apply to the fερσfLg for doublets, as discussed
after Eq. (4.20). These bounds, which are almost unavoidable,
arise from two-loop contributions [Oðα2 log2)] of the NSI
operators to LFV processes.

εμeeR ≲ 9 × 10−3 ετeeR ≲ 4 ετμeR ≲ 3

εμeuR ≲ 5 × 10−4 ετeuR ≲ 7 ετμuR ≲ 6

εμedR ≲ 6 × 10−4 ετedR ≲ 7 ετμdR ≲ 6
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ΔCρσuu
V;LL ¼ v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

��
9

2
g2 þ 2λ

�
Cρσ
M2;q

− 6g2
v2

Λ2
Cρσ
CCNSIþ;q þ g2Cρσ

LQM2;q

�

ΔCρσdd
V;LL ¼ v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

ðCρσ
M2;q þ Cρσ

LQM2;qÞ
�
9

2
g2 þ 2λ

�

ð4:20Þ

If NSI are due to some subset of CCCNSIþ;q, CM2;q and
CLQM2;q, and the LFV coefficients of Eq. (4.20) do not
vanish, then the bounds of Table III would generically
apply. (We do not make plots in this case, because there are
four independent coefficients).
On the other hand, the above equations contain three

coefficients, so it is possible for the new physics model to
arrange them such that the Oðα logÞ LFV on uL and dL
currents vanishes: the coefficients CH2;q, CCCLFVþ;q,
CCCNSIþ;q, CM2;q and CLQM2;q must all be nonzero, and
satisfy the four relations obtained by setting Eqs. (4.20)
and (2.19) to vanish. If a model could be constructed to
implement this cancellation, it is possible that there would be
not-log-enhanced one-loop contributions to LFV operators;
however, to verify that in EFT would require going beyond
our leading-log analysis. It is however sure, from our one-
loop RGEs, that LFV will be induced at Oðα2 log2Þ, so that
constraints of order those in Table II would apply. As in the
case of external SU(2)-singlet fermions, these constraints
also apply if the model matches only ontoONSI;q at the scale
Λ, with all the other coefficients relatively suppressed by
∼10−2. The exact formulas for these Oðα2 log2Þ contribu-
tions are straightforward to obtain from the third term in
Eqs. (3.8); they are not quoted here because they are lengthy.
It is interesting to resurrect the “external-fermion-

changing” W-penguin diagrams of Fig. 3, before giving
results for the case where the external fermion is a lepton
doublet. These penguins can change the external fermion
le ↔ q, so, for instance, an operator with external le could
generate one-loop LFV on uL and dL. Requiring that the
model choose its parameters to cancel this LFV gives
an additional constraint on NSI for doublet leptons when
ρσ ∈ fμ; τg that is given in Eq. (4.22).
For external le, the NSI and LFVare different if one of ρ,

σ is first generation. When yes, tree level NSI and LFVare
respectively generated by the coefficient combinations
given in Eqs. (2.22) and (2.17). For ρ; σ ∈ fμ; τg, the
combinations are given in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.20). In the
following, we suppose that the tree-LFV combinations of
Eqs. (2.17) and (2.21) vanish.
The operator ONSI;l, which contributes to tree-level NSI,

first induces LFV at Oðα2 log2Þ. NSI can also arise due to
CM2;l, in which case the one-loop LFV is different depend-
ing if one of ρ, σ is first generation. When yes, then the one-
loop LFV on electrons is

ΔCρσee
V;LL ¼ v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

��
15

2
g2 þ 2λ

�
Cρσ
M2;l

þ g2

3
Cρσ
CCNSIþ;l

�
; ð4:21Þ

and the W-penguin-induced LFVon quarks vanishes when
Eq. (2.17) does. So if NSI are induced by CM2;l, then the
model can tune coefficients to cancel tree and one-loop
LFV, by ensuring that Eqs. (2.17) and (4.21) vanish.
For ρ and σ ∈ fμ; τg, the one-loop LFV is induced on uL

and dL by the W penguins

ΔCρσuu
V;LL ¼ g2

3

v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

�
η

λ
Cρσ
H2;l þ Cρσ

M2;l

�

ΔCρσdd
V;LL ¼ g2

3

v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

�
2
η

λ
Cρσ
CCLFVþ;l þ Cρσ

LQM2;l

�

ð4:22Þ
and on leptons:

ΔCρσee
V;LL ¼ v2

Λ2

logðΛ=mWÞ
16π2

��
9

2
g2 þ 2λ

�
ðCρσ

M2;l þ Cρσ
LQM2;lÞ

þ g2

3
Cρσ
LQM2;l þ

2

3
g2

v2

Λ2
Cρσ
CCLFVþ;l

�
ð4:23Þ

So if NSI arise due to an operator other than ONSI, then at
least two coefficients must be cancel against each other to
avoid tree LFV [as shown in Eq. (2.21)], and LFV will arise
at one loop unless the model arranges Eqs. (4.23), (4.22) to
vanish.
In summary, for external lepton doublets, the LFV

constraints are similar the case of an external quark doublet:
generically, the bounds of table III would apply; in the case
where the model matches only onto ONSI, or where it
arranges its coefficients to cancel the LFVatOðα logÞ, then
the bounds of II would apply.

C. Cancellations

The results given in Tables III and II are not in reality
“bounds” on NSI from LFV processes, but rather “sensi-
tivities”: NSI coefficients larger than the given value could
mediate LFV rates above the experimental limit, but not
necessarily, in the case where their contribution to LFV
is cancelled by other coefficients. This section lists some
possible cancellations that could allow NSI to evade the
LFV constraints.
(1) As already discussed, for external fermions that are

SU(2) doublets, there are enough operators such
that, not only the combination of coefficients which
contributes at tree level to LFV can be chosen to
vanish, but also the coefficient combination that
contributes at α log. But the two-loop Oðα2 log2Þ
bounds of Table II would still apply.
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(ii) We neglected possible cancellations between flavors
or chiralities of quarks8 in the experimental sensi-
tivities of Sec. IVA.
In the case of NSI involving τ ↔ l flavor change,

the τ decay bounds quoted do not constrain the
isosinglet vector combination Cτluu

V;XL þ Cτluu
V;XRþ

Cτldd
V;XL þ Cτldd

V;XR. The authors are unaware of restric-
tive bounds on this combination; if indeed they
are absent, then tree LFV bounds for τ ↔ lNSI
would not apply to an NSI model where the low-
energy LFV coefficients are equal for external fer-
mions f ¼ qL; uR; dR. This equality could substitute
for imposing the tree cancellations of Eq. (2.19).
However, the coefficients of operators with external
fermions q,uR and dR all run differently (the last two
due to different hypercharge), so LFV would still
arise at one loop, and the one-loop bounds would
apply, unless further cancellations are arranged.
In the case of μ ↔ e NSI, the μ → e conversion

bounds apply to a weighted sum of the u and d vector
currents, where the weighting factor depends on the
target nucleus. It is not possible to avoid the bound by
cancelling u vs d coefficients, because there are
restrictive bounds on μ → e conversion on Gold
[Z ¼ 79, used to obtain Eq. (4.6)] and Titanium
(Z ¼ 22, BRðμTi → eTiÞ ≤ 4.2 × 10−12), which
have different n=p ratios, so together constrain the
u − d combination a factor of 2 less well than uþ d.
However, the sensitivity of μ → e conversion to the
axial vector LFV operator ðēγαPLμÞðq̄γαγ5qÞ, is ∼
three orders of magnitude weaker (below mW, the
axial vector mixes via the RGEs of QED to the vector
operator). So if loop corrections to NSI generated
LFV on the axial quark current, the LFV bound on
NSI would be weakened by 103.
This requires NSI on doublet and singlet quarks

(involving operators other than ONSI), whose coef-
ficients satisfy the zero-tree-LFV conditions, and
where the external doublet coefficients are of com-
parable magnitude and opposite sign to the singlet
coefficients. Then U(1) and SU(2) penguin diagrams,
that could mix these operators to those with external
electrons, vanish due to the zero-tree-LFV condition,
and the bounds in the second and third row of the first
column of Table II could be relaxed by three orders of
magnitude.

(iii) We neglected the possibility that the model induces
“other” LFV not included in our subset of opera-
tors (for instance, tensor or scalar four-fermion
operators), that could mix into it and cause cancel-
lations at low energy.

(iv) We do not allow cancellations between Wilson
coefficients at Λ (expressed in terms of parameters
of the high-scale theory), against other Wilson
coefficients multiplied by logðv=ΛÞ, because this
would be “unnatural” in EFT (In principle, the
model predicts the couplings, but the observer
chooses the scale at which experiments are done,
and therefore the ratio in the log.). However, such
“accidental” cancellations can occur and be numeri-
cally important; an example would be a model
whose coefficients sit in the valley of Fig. 5.

V. DISCUSSION/SUMMARY

We consider new physics models whose mass scale Λ is
above mW , that induce neutral current, lepton flavour-
changing nonstandard neutrino interactions [see Eq. (1.1)],
referred to as NSI. In effective field theory (EFT), we study
the lepton flavor violating (LFV) interactions that such
models can induce both at tree level, and due to electroweak
loop corrections.
Section II discusses the operator bases for the two EFTs

used in this manuscript. Above the weak scale is the
SUð3Þ × SUð2Þ ×Uð1Þ-invariant SMEFT with dynamical
Higgs and W-bosons, and below mW is a QED × QCD-
invariant theory where NSI cannot mix to LFV. The
dimension six and eight operators that we use above mW
are given in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11), and their matching onto
low-energy NSI, LFVand charged current operators is given
in Table I. We refer to the not-ν fermions of the interaction as
“external” fermions; if these are SU(2) singlets, the operator
basis abovemW contains only three operators. The additional
operators required for external doublet quarks or leptons are
discussed in Sec. II A and Appendix B.
We require that at tree level, the model induces only NSI

or charged current interactions, so the coefficients of LFV
operators are required to vanish. The coefficients of low-
energy LFVoperators, induced at tree level by the operators
from above mW , are given in Sec. II B, for the various
possible external fermions. They vanish if the model only
matches onto the operatorsONSI orOCCNSIþ atΛ, or if there
are cancellations among the coefficients of other operators,
as given in Sec. II B. We allow arbitrary cancellations
among coefficients of four-fermion operators of dimension
six and eight, because such cancellations are natural in the
Standard Model, where the potential minimization con-
dition −M þ λv2 ¼ 0 relates operators of different dimen-
sion and different number of Higgs legs.
Section III calculates one-loop renormalization group

equations (RGEs) for the operators above mW . These one-
loop RGEs encode the W and Higgs-induced mixing
between NSI and LFV operators. The SU(2) gauge inter-
actions (∝ g2 ∼ 2=3) and Higgs self-interactions (∝ λ∼
1=2) are included; Yukawa couplings are neglected because
they are small for the external fermions which are first

8The experimental bounds on leptonic decays constrain
individually the coefficients of different chirality.
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generation, and hypercharge is neglected because it does
not change the SU(2) structure of the operators.
The EFT performed here is an expansion in αn logn−m,

where the one-loop RGEs give the m ¼ 0 terms for all n,
the two-loop RGEs would give the m ¼ 1 terms for all n,
and so on. This differs from model calculations, which are
usually expansions in the number of loops or in αm. The
EFT expansion gives a numerically reliable result when the
logarithm is large, being the numerically dominant term at
each order in α. In the case of NSI models studied here,
the log is not large, so may not be the only numerically
relevant loop contribution to LFV in a particular model.
(Appendix C discusses additional log-enhanced contribu-
tions to the mixing of NSI to LFV that arise from using one-
loop minimization conditions for the Higgs potential.)
However, in this study, we are interested in the ðα logÞn

terms for three reasons: first, they are “model-independent,”
meaning we can calculate them in EFT and they arise in all
heavy new physics models. Second, they are independent of
the renormalization scheme introduced for the operators in
the EFT. This is important, because there are no operators in
a renormalizable high-scale model, so results that depend on
the operator renormalization scheme can not be a prediction
of the model. Thirdly, the logΛ=mW terms are interesting
because it is not obvious to cancel a log against non-
logarithmic contributions. So we anticipate that the logs give
a reliable model-independent estimate of the size, or loop
order, of the LFV induced in models that give NSI.
Section III calculates the one-loop anomalous dimen-

sions for the three relevant cases: external fermions which
are SU(2) singlets (eR, uR and dR), SU(2) doublets that are
not identical to the lepton doublets participating in the NSI
(so doublet quarks q, and le when the NSI involve lτ and
lμ), and finally external fermions which are lepton doublets
le when the NSI current involves le. The anomalous
dimension matrices are respectively given in Eqs. (3.9),
(3.10) and (3.11).
An estimate for low-energy LFV can be obtained by

matching the new physics model onto a vector of operator
coefficients at Λ, which is input as C⃗ðμiÞ into the solution
of the RGEs given in Eq. (3.8), with the appropriate
anomalous dimension matrices from Sec. III. The output
vector of this equation, C⃗ðmWÞ, gives the coefficients that
can then be matching onto the LFV operators below mW
according to Table I. This is performed in Sec. IV B. The
example of SU(2)-singlet external fermions is discussed
in some detail because this case has the fewest free
parameters; a reader with a different selection of operator
coefficients can easily calculate the one-loop LFV from the
results in Sec. IV B, and the two-loop LFV from Eq. (3.8).
The predicted LFV can then be compared to current
constraints on LFV that are listed in Sec. IVA.
In this manuscript, we allow arbitrary cancellations

among coefficients at each order in the ln =ð16π2Þ expan-
sion, but neglect possible cancellations between orders.

This is discussed in Sec. IV C. So we require low-energy
LFV to cancel at tree level, then enquire if it is induced at
one or two loop, and examine whether the coefficients can
be chosen to cancel the loop-induced LFV. We find that
almost all the operator combinations which at tree level
match onto NSI without generating LFV, will generate LFV
at one loop, suppressed with respect to NSI by a factor
Oðlog =ð16π2ÞÞ ∼ 10−2. So generically, NSI should satisfy
the bounds given in Table III: εμef ≲ 10−4 → 10−5,
ετlf ≲ 10−1. However, there is one dimension eight oper-
ator, ONSI , for which the log-enhanced one-loop LFV
vanishes. Also, for external doublet fermions, there are
enough operators that it could be possible to arrange the
coefficients to cancel the log-enhanced part of the one-loop
contribution to LFV. In both these cases,9 LFV is generated
at two-loop, so suppressed by a factor Oðα2 log2Þ ∼ 10−4,
and NSI should satisfy the bounds of Table II: εμef ≲ 10−2,
ετlf ≲ few. Some other cancellations that could allow NSI
to be compatible with the LFV bounds are briefly discussed
in Sec. IV C.
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APPENDIX A: IDENTITIES AND SM
FEYNMAN RULES

The relevant SM Fenyman Rules are given in Fig. 6.
Here the Pauli matrices and antisymmetric ϵ are

ϵ ¼
�

0 1

−1 0

�
; τ⃗ ¼

��
0 1

1 0

�
;

�
0 −i
i 0

�
;

�
1 0

0 −1

��
:

ðA1Þ

The following identities are useful:

2ϵiIϵjJ ¼ δijδIJ − τaijτa;IJ Fierz

1

4
τaijτa;kl ¼

1

2
δilδkj −

1

4
δijδkl SUðNÞ

ϵiJϵkJ ¼ δik ðA2Þ
where the first two imply

ϵijϵkl ¼ δikδjl − δilδjk: ðA3Þ

9In the opinion of the authors of this manuscript, it could be
interesting to build a model that induces onlyONSI, or implements
the appropriate cancellations among operator coefficients. One
could then check whether the complete one-loop contribution to
LFV vanishes, or only the log-enhanced part.
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APPENDIX B: DIMENSION EIGHT
FOUR-FERMION OPERATORS

1. Constructing all possible SU(2) contractions

The aim is to build all possible SU(2) contractions for an
operator constructed from the fields:

ðl̄i
ργαl

j
σÞðq̄kγαqlÞðH†MHNÞ ðB1Þ

where fi; j; k; l;M;Ng are SU(2) indices. For R in the
doublet representation of SU(2), invariants can be con-
structed as follows:

R†R; RϵR; R�ϵR�; R†τaRR†τaR; εabcR†τaRR†τbRR†τcR:

Consider first the τττ contraction. Multiplying the
product of two Pauli matrices by

P
a;b τ

aτb gives:

X
a;b

τaijτ
b
klðτaMRτ

b
RNÞ ¼

X
a;b

τaijτ
b
kl

�
δabδMN þ

X
c

iεabcτcMN

�

ðB2Þ

and using the identities of Eq. (A2), allows to write:

iεabcτaijτ
b
klτ

c
mn ¼ 2δilδMjδkN − δijδMlδkN − δiNδklδMj

− δilδkjδMN þ δijδklδMN ðB3Þ

so this operator can be exchanged for δδδ contractions. The
ττ, and ϵϵ contractions can be rewritten as δδs using the
Fierz and SU(2) identities of Eq. (A2), so a complete set of
operators is the inequivalent δδδ contractions.
There are six possible δδδ contractions (the permutations

of three objects) for the fields of Eq. (B1):

δijδklδMN → OS ¼ δklð−ϵiMϵNj þ δkNδMlÞ → OH2 −ONSI

δilδkjδMN ¼ 1

2
ðδijδkl þ τaijτ

a
klÞδMN →

1

2
OS þ

1

2
OTLQ

¼ 1

2
fδilðδkNδMj − ϵkMϵNjÞ þ δkjðδiNδMl − ϵiMϵNlÞg →

1

2
ðOCCLFV þO†

CCLFV −OCCNSI −O†
CCNSIÞ

δiNδklδMj → OH2 ¼
1

2
ðδijδMN þ τaijτ

a
MNÞδkl →

1

2
OS þ

1

2
OTLH

δijδkNδMl ¼
1

2
ðδklδMN þ τaklτ

a
MNÞδij →

1

2
OS þ

1

2
OTQH

δilδkNδMj → OCCLFV

δiNδkjδMl → O†
CCLFV ðB4Þ

where after the arrows, the contractions are related to the bases of [3] and of this manuscript. We find one relationship
among these contractions:

FIG. 6. Feynman rules for dimension-four interactions. For the gauge boson propagator Pαβ ¼ gαβ þ ðξ − 1Þkαkβ=k2.
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δijδklδMN − δilδkjδMN − δiNδklδMj − δijδkNδMl

þ δilδkNδMj þ δiNδkjδMl ¼ 0; ðB5Þ

which will be used to remove the fourth contraction of
Eq. (B4).

2. Alternate bases for SU(2) doublet external fermions

In this manuscript, we use a different basis of dimension
eight operators from Berezhiani and Rossi, constructed
such that the operators match at tree level onto either NSI,
or LFV.
These operators are constructed with doublet first gen-

eration quarks q as external fermions; they will also be
appropriate (for the lepton flavour indices fρ; σg ∈ fμ; τg)
when the external fermion is a doublet first generation
lepton. The dimension six operators in our basis are given
in Eq. (2.10), and the dimension eight operators are
in Eq. (2.11).
Comments on this basis:
(i) ONSI is the same operator as for singlet external

fermions, and can be exchanged for the first con-
traction of Eq. (B4). It matches at mW onto low-
energy NSI.

(ii) The second contraction of Eq. (B4) is Hermitian,
so we exchange this δδδ contraction for ðOCCNSI þ
O†

CCNSIÞ, which will match at mW to NSI and CC
operators.

(iii) Similarly, OH2 is like for external singlets, matches
at mW only onto LFV four-fermion operators, and
corresponds to the third contraction of Eq. (B4).

(iv) The fourth contraction of Eq. (B4) would match onto
both NSI and LFV, so we use the identity (B5) to
remove it. It can be written as

ðl̄ργαlσÞðq̄HÞγαðH†qÞ

¼ −ONSI þ
1

2
ðOCCLFV þO†

CCLFVÞ

þ 1

2
ðOCCNSI þO†

CCNSIÞ ðB6Þ

(v) The last two contractions of Eq. (B4) are OCCLFV

and O†
CCLFV, who match onto charged current and

LFV operators below mW.
The one-loop RGEs turn out to only involve the

combination CCCLFV;q þ C†
CCLFV;q. So in the body of

the manuscript, these operators are combined into
OCCLFVþ ¼ ðOCCLFV þO†

CCLFVÞ. The RGEs are
calculated separately for Cρσ

CCLFV;q, ½C†
CCLFV;q�ρσ,

Cρσ
CCNSI;q, ½C†

CCNSI;q�ρσ, then the coefficient Cþ of
Oρσ

þ can be obtained by setting

CþðOþO†Þ þ C−ðO −O†Þ ¼ COþ C†O†;

which gives Cþ ¼ ðCþ C†Þ=2.

APPENDIX C: MATCHING AT mW

In this study, we should in principle use the one-loop
minimization condition. This is because the coupling
constants of renormalizable interactions run, which should
be taken into account in solving the RGEs for the operator
coefficients. If one does so, g, λ and η in the anomalous
dimension matrices of Eq. (3.8) are scale-dependent and,
in the solutions at μf, should be evaluated at μf. The
minimization conditions therefore should be expressed in
terms of running parameters at mW . Then, it is well known
(see e.g., [48]), that it is the sum of the tree potential,
expressed in terms of running parameters, þ the one-loop
effective potential, that is independent of the renormaliza-
tion scale μ.
However in practice, we often use the tree minimization

conditions, when the RGEs give loop contributions to LFV
at the same order as the one-loop matching conditions,
because we are only interested in the loop order at which
LFV is induced, and not in the precise value of the LFV
operator coefficients.
It is convenient to write the one-loop minimization

condition as

0 ¼ v

�
−M2ðμÞ

�
1þ 1

κ
LM2

�
þ v2

�
λðμÞ þ 1

κ
LH2

��

≡ vðM̃2 − λ̃v2Þ: ðC1Þ

Minimizing the one-loop effective potential given in [48]
(with v2here ¼ v2=2jFJJ, and λhere ¼ λFJJ=3), and evaluating
at μ2 ¼ m2

W , gives

LH2 ¼
9λ2

2

�
ln
m2

H

m2
W
−
2

3

�
− 6y4t

�
ln

m2
t

m2
W
−
1

2

�
þ g4

8

þ 3ðg2 þ g02Þ2
8

�
ln

m2
Z

m2
W
þ 1

6

�
ðC2Þ

LM2 ¼
3λ

2

�
ln
m2

H

m2
W
− 1

�
: ðC3Þ
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